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Obtainment of Ultrahigh Vacuum with the Aid of chr-moiw

Mspersed by Ileatren BaherdmeI

by

G.S.JLkhaylov; G.4.ree ax~akove; 0.4 .IMU h

It was shown byLlJ that metallic chromium dispersed by electron bombardams in

high vaowam (p , 10'4 - 5.,04 8 mm He has an intensive vacating (pumping) effeet

close to the vacating effect of titanimae and that the presence of the latter is con-

nected with Oself-purification 0 effect of chromium at the time of dispersion, which

is due to the high oxide resistance of chromium (Cr 2 0) prior to electron bombardment

and high temerdture. As result oa such *self-purification 0 it becomes possible to
f -ri-e chromium frox ampleon contaminated by 8 o WWgn in eanmbition with

Qr20• renaina on the surface of chromium; evaporized Vure chram and proper vacating

effect.
It was considered interesting to continue the investigation of the vacating ef-

feet with respect to ultrahigh vacuum ( p 45.10"8 mm Hg). Certain far reaching pre-
on the vacating effect of Cr in this vacuum zone, going beyond the pre-

viously described by us attempts, had to be made because, first of all, it ws not

known whether we will reach a chronium oxide diss:ociation elasticity (always.pr•sent

on dispersed chranitu speciese ) at sufficiently high dispersion tomperaturea

(1700-17500) and in conditions of intensive electron bombardment valuea, which lie

here in the range of 98essure. p 2 10-8 - 10-10 =a Hg at which ve he bideMed t

conduct the experiments.

the volume
0 According to chemical analysis data, Mgsu in the Cr used by us wa

1.10-3 weight percentages*



With this purpoae in mind we conducted investiSation. with the use of experimental

tubes analogous to the ones described in[1.J *unsoldered or Jointed with the oil free-

tionation pum pM4-0 through a connecting piece which differed from the treviciusl

vsed only by the fact, that they were lacking the device ft oxgen filling, and in

addition, the sensing element of the ionization m"acmaeter was an Alpert type tube. Totl

vulume of each experimental tube was more than- 3 liter.o

The experimental tubes in all instances were heated for a period of 3 hra wior

to unsoldering cc measuring, when vacating with puiV NK-[;0 to p- 106 sm Eg.after

which a rigid adjustment was made of all metal componenta by passing a stream or by eloc-

tron bombardment. The dispersion of Cr fer the purpose of measuring its vacating of

fect was done by electron bcmbardments at V* Z 300 v and Ia= 100 me$ the Walls

of tube balloons were cooled by means of a fan. Killing of oil vaporn after removal

by •1•'4.0 pum was not =ade.

2
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It was found, that in tubes, Jointed with pto M64-0 by a connecting piece, during

the dispersion of chroedm ny electron bcmbardments, can easily be obtained a vacu•

of -. 5. 101 mi Hg, whileon the part of the oil pimp it amounts tO 2-10" e m.H.

This indicates a sufficiently high rate of vaeatio•g which is developed by Or at %ho

time of dispersion. Evaluation of the rate of air vating (pumping) by chroodu

made by the method of *two-pressure gages* 23(inatead of a connecting piece in this

case was soldered in. a narrow pipe line, with an opening diameter d a 405 mm and

length 1 25 mm), gives a value of -. 5olD2 liters/sec at a vacuum of eo010 Hge



In just now unsoldered eaparizmntal tubes. in which directly ;rie to unsoldering

fro pum, chromium was dispersed, the Pressure of the remaiing gns Vag 2-3.10-

imm Hg. By additional dispersion of Cr by electron bomberdmenta already In the unsol-

dered tube, it was possible to drop it within 80-100 min to iW.1O mam Ng. On the

dra4Ing is given an example of vacating with dispersed chr.mium one of the unsoldered

experimental tubes.

In these investigations at ireisures -rf 54.0100- p 5 5.108 = Hg on the Cr

samples at the time of their dispersion by electron bcmbardmat, Just as before S1

were observed concentrations of filiform and chromium oxide Cr23 crystallites sim-

ilar to the, which under conditions of cr experiments have not been destroed

under the effect of electron bombardment and high temperaturee

In this way, the observed by us effect of 'self-parificationO of chrcmium allows

to use ordinary oxygen contaminated Cr for the obtainment of ultrahigh vacuum (up to

p 5.0l010 m Hg) by dispersing saam with electron bombardmenta.

In conclusion express great appreciation to member correspoadent of the AeadezW

of Sciences Ukr-SSR O.YaeUsikov for his interest in the experimant and for waluable

councilo
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Certain Characteristics of Partial Adsorption of Conponents of Residual
Gases at Very High Vacuum, II e

by

Yu. G*FPtushixnkiy; B. O Chuykov

It is known, that gas adsorption processes, of gases which reain ordinarily

in electrovacuum devices, do really affect the vacuum conditions in the instrt~n ts

as well as the prpcerties of its (their) basic elements, particularly the cathode*

This investigation of adsorption of components of residual gases appears to be very

important in connection with problems of vacuum techniq.e and cathode electroniese

Particular actuality have similar investigations attained recently in connection with

broader introduction of ultrahigh vacuum technique into practice of research labs*

The most widely used method of investigating the kinetics of gas adsorption is

the so-called flash method} the nature of which is based on the registration of

pressure risecaused by rapid heating of the investigated surface to high temperature

and the promoted by it desorption of all adsorbed gas molecules*

It appears to be advisable to unite this method of investigating adsorption 1roces-

sea with the masa-spectrometry method. It is apparent that the use of the flash met,-

hod in such a mass-spectramatric variant will allow to investigate simultaneously

the adsorption of all ccmponents of natural and artificial mixture of residual gasese

to investigate their mntLal effect and in this way obtain a greater nu- er of

different data.

The first announcements on certain resul]ts of applying the flash methoi in mas

spectrometric variant for the purpose of investigating adsorption of components of

a natural mixture of residual gases on tungsten have been published earlirer2] in the

gi-on report, which is a continuation of [2 are given new data on the kinetic, of



adsorE-ioa of ccn~onanta of residual gases as well as data on teniperature stabilty

of oamponadts of residual gas f ile adsorbed on the surface of tuaagteoz

146thcd

A mss-spectrometer of sectorial type with a 600 angle or rotatioa at toe bea

of ions was used, It had a nenaitivity of 10-17 a/rn with glass tube snaIraer inteaded

for investigations in conditions of ultra high vacuump]o The exhaustion (vaeating)

of tubes was done, as irually, with repeated rotation (alternatioa) of heating the

glass and internal coroponents. After the vaoatirzg job was ocimpleted the tube was iso-

latod from the vacuum system with th, sid of a tin abutter. The pressure of residual

ga••s in the tube is ordinarily Lept at a level of 2-10 -8 m e It wa seiatimts

necessary to enrich the mixture of residual gases with some kind of ocmponnat.Fr

this purpose sources of auita.le ga•ss have been placed in the tube*

1a4sjreamnt results

The characterisric of adsorbability of any given compouent of residual ganes can

be the relative rice in partial 1easure & Pa at a flash to back~ound pressure P.e

or equal to its ratio 1tA Im and T - increent in ion stream during the flash

and back~ound ion stream of givrn ccmponan- respectively)& In figele are given do-

pendence curves 1rfor in - 2 00ta. :a 16 Wkej) and m n 28 (oot52) frau.the time

of ads~eption at roan tomoerature. The proper curves for inert gases He and Ar fused

with the axis of thu abuc'-ioro. ?rum annl.ysie of fieslo is evident that the adorlb-

ability of ccip.ruanta of residual Cpea allows to divide them into three gupe

S-3 N13 5,a }JVR FIGURE
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The first group includes hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon olide, which adsorbs noot

activelyl group two - methan.,which adsorbs zinch poorer; the third ••oup - inert p-

sesawhich practjea137 do not adsorb. Acording to dat in figol it is possibl.e to

estimate the relationship between the prcbabilties of adhesion of various couponents.

Especially, the prota bility of adhesion of C3 4 molecules appears approximately 25 times

less than the probability of adhereheo of CO or 132 molecules.

In this way, evaluating the possible effect of atosphere of residual geases on

the properties of investigated surfaces, it is insufficient to know their total

(absolute) pressure or even partial presaure of components, but it is necessary to

consider the adsorbability of these eompenentas vhich, as we have aeenean be substan-

tially different. For example, for a typical mixture of residual gases at a total pressure

of the order of 10-8 mm Hg the rate of adsorption an the surface of tungsten will be

the same as the rate of adsorption af an Imeiaw7 gps with a 100% probability e adhesion

at a pressure of the order of 100 m= H

Components of residual gases adsorb parallel lad are basleolst independent fr

each other with respect to their partial pressures, probability of edhesien and total

degree of surface filling. Only when working with mixtures.artificially enriched with

hydrogen and carbon oxideodid we observe certain sigma of slight expulsion of bydro-

gen from the tungsten surface by carbon oxide.

To explain the effect of liner temperature on the adsorption of components of

residual gases experiments will be carried out at various temperatures of the tungsten

band, temperatures exceeding 30001. After high temperature cleaning of the band its

tamperature ws refueed to necessary and a teab u 0 4 N vowm no ft Thoen as

usually, having made the flash the valne4Im was measured. Results eo tese issurve

menta for a a 2,12, 14, 1.5 16 and 28 are given in fig.2••A is evident from the draw-

ing" \• is characterized by stability, different for various components, temperature

zones and then. by a gradual drop to zero, which naturally is explained by evapora-

F-, 6



tiem. For curves, which correspond to a a 15 and 16 stability i ]preserved approximtely

to 400% which is. apparently, an indication of the facts that inthane in retained fully

on the surface of tungsten until it beccmes red ho* at tia t te.mperature,

All
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Fig,29Effect of liner temperature on the adsorption of residual
gas ccmponanta.

0

Hydrogen (ma 2) is retained fully up to a tenveratwze ?I 500% carbon oxide and

nitrogen (m28) - T ý 7000K. It imnecessary to keep in mind, that the boundary te-

perature, at which, eeg. hydrogen is still fully retained on the surface, depends

upon the amount of adsorbed hbydogen; in our instance the of adsorbed hydrogen

is thinner than the moncaolecular. Among other things, the identical nature of curve

sloping 6 Ia(T) for m : 12,14 and 28 indicates, that the curve which corresponds to a = 28

belongs to a CO and N2 mixtures

Practically total evaporation of methane from the surface of tungsten takes place

at T , 6000 hydrogen - at T • 8000%., carbon oxide and nitrogen - at T > 15OOK.

Scmewhat unusual here is the behavior of curve far a 164 an one hand it alo

ping begins at T - 400%1, which is charactweistie feo uD A M bow hand a-

it drops to zero only at T •l400eF% which is characteristic of carbn oxide Suh

behavior of the curve for m = 16 is explained by the facts that it be-

longs to the CH4 and 0 mixture which is a fragment of CO*

In this way, as is evident froa the listed desa.for total rectification to uaft-

7



aten surface in eonditio of ultrahigh veacum is necessary that asme be heated to a

temperature T > IL500•K (at given typical composition of resldual BsO mixtOe). It 1a

also especially evident frcm these data that by maintaining a tungsten surface temper-

ature of the order of 700e1 it is possible to do away with the presence on it of methane

and hydrogen and to investigate the adsorption of CO and

In conclusion the authors wish to express thanks to member correspondent of the

AcadezW of Sciences Ukr-SS N.D*Mwgulis for constant attention in the experiment and

for councils.
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Effect of Electrostatic Instabilities on the Function of Distribution
of tho Beaunwhich Reacts with Plasma in Yagnetic Fi1ed

by

V.DoShapiro and T.I.Shevchenko

Instabilities originatig during beam/plasna reaction in tic magnetic field•,have

been quite thoroughly investigated in linear approximation -ý 23 -

With the rise in am.plitude of oscillations, excited by the beam their effect on

beam and plasma may become quite recurring,thus leading to a slow change in time of

directed rate of the beam and thermal energy of the beam and plasma. EquationadeteL.

mining change in function of beam or plasma distribution as result of interaction with

oscillations in the absence of a magnmtic field, were d-rived byJ3-5j] Below this met-

hod is applied to the case of plama which is in a magnetic fielAd

We will write the function of electron beam distribution and plasma distribution

in the presence of oscillations in form oft f - fo(tey) + fl(tr.v), where fo = 0 >

characterizes the ObackgroundO at which oacillations are developing, and f, describes

oscillations of beam or plasma (Averagings are made with respect to distanceageat

in canparison with the duratiOn of the oscillations period and by time intervals larle

in comparison with the period of oscillations). Equations for f 0 can be obtained

by averaging the kinetic equation without the integral of twin collisionas

1,. < - >- - - i" > =-. ,
Ot me av me a;

Integal of collisions in (1) wea c•itted,since quite rapid processes are being ob.

semes:frtf L (2gf-ftim withia which there in a substantial eh-e in fol Pe

frequency of collisions). 2 obtained formulas will -be valid at tZ.46.

For further consideration are important such two assumptionss plasma oscillations

are conslAered linear and the function of diet-ibution f. changes with time slowly

in comparison VI& NU v a sciulationms



In this report Is disbosed a oasewhere plasm oscillation are lonitudin1

and aial17-so.strea in plan.eperpendicula• to the mgnetlc fWoU.

Having written f, and ]h In form at

-- r

I-
2 + : (2)

and utilzing for the con•ftion ff with IV the torimla of linear theaen

a; - I eW (.o sin@) [+
a--a:

2• X \n+IkO, JI-1-'JLJJ (34

X - j. -c - . ,

Cose

La designated by dispersion interrelation of linear thearys) ve ebbeft from (1)

mobh equaticas forfo
af. _a Of

*M 1 i ~h (4)

0-A - teneor of diffusion coefficients in space of velocities in the presencen of

a magmatic fie"A.

In case of instabilities, due to the Vavilov-Chearnkov effect or, to the anonala

Doppler effect., the tensor a has the form ota

Sn PAN I ft 1W NWiTMY 4'

2 3.0
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In (4) integrations by k. are carried out in the zoIA ka ý> 0. IV sqare a

amplitude of electric field of plasna oscillations with a certain ks

d:L 2I -2  E; is. 1//

In case of a Vavilov-Cherenkoyv or anomalous Doppler effects the proton will be

irradiated under an acute angle in direction of motion of the particle and fo the

growing with time oscillations the Fxojection of phase velocity in direction of ot;,on

of the beam wiil siweyL- be positives ani it is evident herefrCMs that in case of

instabilities due to thc Vsvilov-Cherenkow and anconalous Doppler effects CJ-. - -S~-k
K-- for each type of instability, and that is exactly what we utilized in the derl-

ration of (4)-

In this report are c•usidored chinges in temperature and rectified velocity

"nearly moncenergetic I of the electron b'sam, which reacts with electron plasma in

the magnetic field.

Considering as realized the conditions

.k' Vi. I, k •( I

(TIVT)- thermal velocities of the beam thrcugh length and breadth of the magnatie

field; u - directed velocity),we will obtain, by solvLng equati.on (4),such formulas

for longitudinal and lateral t-nperatures and directed velocity of the beams

SEE PACE IIa FOR EQUATION 6
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Considsring, that the amplitudea of fields mu paam at t a 0 in case Of 1ongitu-

dinal oscillations E6: haov the nature of thermal fluotuatmso

and calculating the integrals in (6) by the transfo tion method, we will obtain fir

sufficiently rarefied plasma MC% ý, ameain. megs

(A T). 117 2
T. . 121t Nug -

T. WHIV,. T.

In can of instability, due to anoalous Dopplw effeotana
OT, _5_1-3 - (,7 J,,z[• :a -[(A <(AT")$.

(_._- I = (o-A 7). ii - (T)-

T , ! .7.)

in case of instability, due to Vavilow-Cherenkov effeot. In formuala (7) and (7')

:Y omsmt-D invert e@(8)... unge 86 No- density of plasm , N1 density of

beam, N1<1 No During the derivation of these formulas it was assmned -that :L

a.n1 \,r > 1. In addition, they are valid for t; 4 tie whore t4L - tiasewithin which

one of the conditions (5) or condition 8 u.,' u is dismrted.

Solution of equaion (4)e derivation of formuua (7) and (79), as well an examina-

tion of instability, due to normal Doppler effecte, which originates during the reaction

with plasm of a beam of excited oscillatorn, will be discussed in a special reporto

The authors are greatful to Ya.B.Faynberg for the specified subject and constant

interest in the investigation, to OoIoAkhbiayer; G*Ya.Lyubarsky, K.PoStepanov for

analyzing the results of the investigati
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